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In the world of massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs), Faunasphere was but a blip on

the screen in its short public life from 2009 to 2011. Its devoted players, many of them middle-

aged women, entered a world that did not build on common fantasy or science-fiction tropes.

There was no evil to defeat or realms to conquer, only friendly animals to care for and pollution

to fight.In Players and Their Pets, Mia Consalvo and Jason Begy argue that its very difference

makes it critically important—even more so than the large, commercially successful games

such as World of Warcraft that have all too often shaped game studies discourse. Consalvo

and Begy demonstrate how the beta period of an MMOG can establish social norms that guide

how the game is played. They also show how a game’s platform creates expectations for how

the game will work and who is playing it—and what happens when those expectations clash

with the reality. Even while telling the story of this particular game and its predominantly female

players, however, Players and Their Pets cautions against oversimplifying players based on

their gender. Faunasphere’s playerbase enjoyed diverse aspects of the game, for varied

reasons.No other game studies book tracks the entire life cycle of an online game to examine

how the game evolved in terms of design as well as how its player community responded to

changes and events. The brief life of Faunasphere makes this possible.
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IntroductionA Different Kind of WorldIt was my life away from life.—Badgers TTQFirst

EncountersOdds are you’ve never heard of Faunasphere, and in this, you wouldn’t be unusual.

Faunasphere was a massively multiplayer online game (MMOG)—a genre dominated by

games such as World of Warcraft and EverQuest. Unlike these games, however, Faunasphere

did not have hundreds of thousands, or even tens of thousands, of players. Whereas World of

Warcraft has been running (at the time of this writing) for about ten years, and EverQuest for

fourteen, Faunasphere was open to the public for less than two years. The game was

ultimately closed because its developer, Big Fish Games, considered it to be “economically

unsustainable.” Whatever the true meaning of this phrase, it seems likely that the game was

not generating enough money. In many respects, Faunasphere was barely a ripple in the pond

of online computer games. Yet what did its players think of the game? Becca said that “it was

magical and I still miss it.” Beatrice told us, “I have no family and no pets. Faunasphere helped

fill those painful gaps in my life.” And after it closed, Jackie reported, “I am still looking for

something like Faunasphere . . . but it’s still unique in all the world.”Clearly it was incredibly

important to its players, many of whom fell in love with it. Furthermore, Faunasphere was also

very different from the games that defined, and continue to define, what MMOGs can be. It put

players into a different kind of world, one that did not build on common fantasy or science

fiction tropes, and tasked those players with caring for groups of friendly and playful animals.

Throughout this book, we argue that these differences make Faunasphere a critically important

object of study, even more so than large, commercially successful games that too often have

shaped game studies discourse by becoming implicit baselines for analysis. This book tells the

story of Faunasphere and its players and along the way shows how outliers like Faunasphere

offer challenges to prior work that relies too heavily on narrow conceptions of just what the

domain of “videogames” entails.Figure 1. The game screen.We first discovered Faunasphere in

late 2009 and were immediately fascinated by the game and its players. Here was a bright and

colorful online world, populated by players who, contrary to our expectations of online gamers,

were exceedingly welcoming, friendly, and helpful. The developer, Big Fish Games (BFG), was

at the time a highly successful developer and publisher of “casual games”—typically short,

simple-to-play games available on the web. Big Fish had been particularly successful with their

“hidden object” games, such as Mystery Case Files, and so Faunasphere represented a new

direction for the company. At first glance, the game had many of the trappings of a typical

casual game: a brightly colored world populated by happy animals, all explained to the player

by very excited and friendly human characters. Such tropes were common in casual games,

which at the time were trending toward high production values built on simple, tried-and-true

game mechanics such as “match-3” or “hidden object.” So when we first dove into the world,

we expected the gameplay to fit neatly into established patterns. But this was not to be the

case, and it turned out that Faunasphere’s inviting surface hid a game of surprising depth and

complexity. We also discovered that despite these factors, and an unexpectedly sharp learning

curve, much of the player community was derived from Big Fish Game’s existing customer



base.Faunasphere ran from 2009 to 2011, during which time it occupied an unusual space in

the digital games market. Set in a persistent online world, Faunasphere tasked players with

hatching and caring for a group of cute cartoon animals known as “fauna.” Using their fauna,

players explored a vast world where they could pick fruit and dig for roots, participate in games

and contests with other players, zap pollution, build and customize their own private space,

breed and raise entirely new fauna, and chat with other players. Although the game built up an

extremely dedicated player base, it closed after less than two years of operation. For many

players, this was the only persistent online game they had ever played, and the community’s

reaction to the closing was a profound mix of anger and sadness.Thus Faunasphere was an

unlikely hybrid of two genres—casual games and MMOGs—that could not, on the surface, be

more different. “Casual games” are typically downloadable or browser-based games that are

shorter and simpler than most other videogames (particularly big-budget titles for the PC and

game consoles), have positive themes,1 and are predominantly played by middle-aged

women.2 MMOGs, on the other hand, are often extremely long (in that they are designed to be

played indefinitely) and complex, with gameplay focused on combat. Demographically, MMOGs

have traditionally been dominated by male players, although many claim a small but strongly

dedicated female contingent.3 Given such significant differences between these two genres,

we were surprised not only by Faunasphere’s existence but by the fact that it had been

developed by a well-known publisher and developer of casual games, Big Fish Games. Even

before we had a chance to start playing, the game raised many questions for us. Who was the

audience? Who was playing, and why this game? How had Big Fish Games merged these two

genres?As we began to play the game more frequently and read the forums, answers to these

questions started to suggest themselves. It became clear that the players had mostly come

from playing casual games and, despite the complexity of Faunasphere, were eagerly working

together to understand the game’s depths. We also realized that Big Fish Games’s clever mash-

up of game mechanics, MMOG conventions, and a largely colorful and positive fictional world

turned on its head traditional ways of approaching how we study and understand virtual worlds.

Faunasphere had experience points and levels but lacked other tropes such as humanoid

avatars and skill trees. Players were asked to care for animals and rid the world of pollution;

there was no evil to defeat or realms to conquer. By abandoning the traditional fantasy tropes

that are near ubiquitous in MMOGs, Faunasphere showed us (ironically) how important fiction4

has become in determining how game scholars understand the ludic nature of MMOGs and

their players. Following a discussion with the game’s developers, who were eager to learn more

about the player base in their new game, we decided to undertake a study of the space and its

players.5 Thus we turned to a more systematic study of this game, with an eye toward seeing

how a casual MMOG might challenge current theories about MMOGs, casual games, and

those who play them.New Approaches to MMOG and Casual Game StudiesSome of the

earliest writing and theorization in the field of game studies has drawn from research on

MMOGs such as Habitat, Ultima Online, and EverQuest, which themselves were influenced by

work on textual multiuser dungeons such as LambdaMOO and fantasy-themed, Dungeons &

Dragons–style hack-and-slash games. That early work provided foundations for understanding

how players interacted with one another in shared spaces, how fantasy as a genre shaped

those contexts, and how the player–avatar relationship might work.6In her study of online play

communities, Celia Pearce makes a distinction between virtual worlds that are “paidiaic” and

“ludic.” These terms are adapted from Roger Callois’s terms for games (“ludus”) and open-

ended play (“paidia”). Pearce says that “the primary distinction is that ludic worlds have a

formal structure of objectives and a set of constraints that dictate how those objectives might



be met, whereas paidiaic worlds provide players with a range of activities and options for social

interaction.”7 Ludic worlds are those most likely to be called games, such as World of Warcraft

or EVE Online, as they tend to feature directed activity toward a specified goal. Paidiaic worlds

are those “in which players engage in open-ended, unstructured, creative play.” Paidiaic worlds

frequently feature affordances for user-generated content, such as in Second Life or

There.com.Pearce notes that most MMOGs will support both types of play but tend to

emphasize one or the other. Faunasphere was primarily a ludic world in that the game

structured play through goals, raffles, breeding, and so on. While there was room for players to

define their own goals, the game was designed so that players could only make progress by

following the in-game goals. For example, by completing goals, players could gain access to

additional game world areas such as the Frozen Village and the Swamp World, which could

only be entered by a fauna that had a particular gene (“coldproof” or “heatproof”). By

completing a sequence of goals, players could earn an item that would give this gene to one of

their existing fauna, allowing it to enter these parts of the world. This gene would then be

passed to the fauna’s offspring.Faunasphere did have some paidiaic elements as well, such as

the spheres, which were private spaces allotted to individual users. However, these spaces

were created using building blocks provided by the game and decorated with objects similarly

obtained. Creation was not at the level of detail seen in the paidiaic worlds mentioned before.

Further, because all the objects used in creating a sphere were provided by Big Fish Games,

there was a consistent art style across the game world and through all the user-generated

spheres. Interestingly, spheres also supported what was likely the most common form of

paidiaic play: hide-and-seek games created and performed by the players themselves, of their

own initiative.Despite such differences, key concepts and practices continue to be relevant

across both types of spaces (paidiaic and ludic), including studies of player communities,

avatars and identity, and the troublesome nature of online/offline distinctions. Yet even as we

have seen more nuanced and sophisticated theorization of those activities as new spaces have

emerged (and older ones have been shuttered), there has been a homogenization of

imagination among game studies theorists about how to treat such spaces and those who play

within them.Certainly this is a function of the overwhelming dominance in the current market of

fantasy-themed MMOGs, with World of Warcraft functioning as the central driver of relevant

research. But even (the little) research done on sci-fi- or alternative-themed worlds such as

EVE Online or Star Wars Galaxies perpetuates key assumptions concerning how to study and

understand MMOGs and their players that have gone largely unchallenged by researchers in

this area. Worse still, much of that work has codified “what we know” about online play into

oversimplified assumptions about player–avatar relations, how women (and men) “prefer” to

play, and how we should study player interests, styles, and actions. That thinking is so

entrenched that taxonomies for understanding player activities online include categorical

assumptions about what they do based on fictional premises that may or may not carry over

from one space to the next. For example, Yee’s famous motivation measures for online

gameplay rely on fiction-centric measures such as “How important is it to you that your

character’s armor / outfit matches in color and style?” or ask how important the following

activities are for the player in question: “being part of a serious, raid/loot-oriented guild” or

“trying out new roles and personalities with your characters.”8 These activities are simply not

possible in all MMOGs.In a similar vein, studies of social and casual games have stressed the

predominance of older women as active players but have mostly looked at the phenomenon of

gameplay in functional terms—how long individuals play such games, what kind of games they

prefer, and what led them to the activity.9 There has been little or no work that attempts to



explore a wider community of such players, or how the platforms themselves—such as

Facebook—work to strongly shape preferences for and patterns of play.But rather than

continue to rehearse findings about players of MMOGs or casual games in isolation, we prefer

to turn to Faunasphere itself, to give a better sense of how the game worked and what players

could do within the space and how those activities differed or were similar to more traditional

games and game studies findings. In doing so, we point to how the game resembled MMOGs

in particular ways—such as the inclusion of certain mechanics—as well as how it also drew

from casual game design in order to seem familiar to its original player base.All about

Faunasphere
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complexity. We also discovered that despite these factors, and an unexpectedly sharp learning
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game consoles), have positive themes,1 and are predominantly played by middle-aged

women.2 MMOGs, on the other hand, are often extremely long (in that they are designed to be

played indefinitely) and complex, with gameplay focused on combat. Demographically, MMOGs

have traditionally been dominated by male players, although many claim a small but strongly

dedicated female contingent.3 Given such significant differences between these two genres,

we were surprised not only by Faunasphere’s existence but by the fact that it had been

developed by a well-known publisher and developer of casual games, Big Fish Games. Even

before we had a chance to start playing, the game raised many questions for us. Who was the

audience? Who was playing, and why this game? How had Big Fish Games merged these two

genres?As we began to play the game more frequently and read the forums, answers to these

questions started to suggest themselves. It became clear that the players had mostly come

from playing casual games and, despite the complexity of Faunasphere, were eagerly working
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up of game mechanics, MMOG conventions, and a largely colorful and positive fictional world

turned on its head traditional ways of approaching how we study and understand virtual worlds.

Faunasphere had experience points and levels but lacked other tropes such as humanoid

avatars and skill trees. Players were asked to care for animals and rid the world of pollution;

there was no evil to defeat or realms to conquer. By abandoning the traditional fantasy tropes

that are near ubiquitous in MMOGs, Faunasphere showed us (ironically) how important fiction4

has become in determining how game scholars understand the ludic nature of MMOGs and

their players. Following a discussion with the game’s developers, who were eager to learn more

about the player base in their new game, we decided to undertake a study of the space and its

players.5 Thus we turned to a more systematic study of this game, with an eye toward seeing

how a casual MMOG might challenge current theories about MMOGs, casual games, and

those who play them.New Approaches to MMOG and Casual Game StudiesSome of the

earliest writing and theorization in the field of game studies has drawn from research on

MMOGs such as Habitat, Ultima Online, and EverQuest, which themselves were influenced by

work on textual multiuser dungeons such as LambdaMOO and fantasy-themed, Dungeons &

Dragons–style hack-and-slash games. That early work provided foundations for understanding

how players interacted with one another in shared spaces, how fantasy as a genre shaped

those contexts, and how the player–avatar relationship might work.6In her study of online play

communities, Celia Pearce makes a distinction between virtual worlds that are “paidiaic” and

“ludic.” These terms are adapted from Roger Callois’s terms for games (“ludus”) and open-



ended play (“paidia”). Pearce says that “the primary distinction is that ludic worlds have a

formal structure of objectives and a set of constraints that dictate how those objectives might

be met, whereas paidiaic worlds provide players with a range of activities and options for social

interaction.”7 Ludic worlds are those most likely to be called games, such as World of Warcraft

or EVE Online, as they tend to feature directed activity toward a specified goal. Paidiaic worlds

are those “in which players engage in open-ended, unstructured, creative play.” Paidiaic worlds

frequently feature affordances for user-generated content, such as in Second Life or

There.com.Pearce notes that most MMOGs will support both types of play but tend to

emphasize one or the other. Faunasphere was primarily a ludic world in that the game

structured play through goals, raffles, breeding, and so on. While there was room for players to

define their own goals, the game was designed so that players could only make progress by

following the in-game goals. For example, by completing goals, players could gain access to

additional game world areas such as the Frozen Village and the Swamp World, which could

only be entered by a fauna that had a particular gene (“coldproof” or “heatproof”). By

completing a sequence of goals, players could earn an item that would give this gene to one of

their existing fauna, allowing it to enter these parts of the world. This gene would then be

passed to the fauna’s offspring.Faunasphere did have some paidiaic elements as well, such as

the spheres, which were private spaces allotted to individual users. However, these spaces

were created using building blocks provided by the game and decorated with objects similarly

obtained. Creation was not at the level of detail seen in the paidiaic worlds mentioned before.

Further, because all the objects used in creating a sphere were provided by Big Fish Games,

there was a consistent art style across the game world and through all the user-generated

spheres. Interestingly, spheres also supported what was likely the most common form of

paidiaic play: hide-and-seek games created and performed by the players themselves, of their

own initiative.Despite such differences, key concepts and practices continue to be relevant

across both types of spaces (paidiaic and ludic), including studies of player communities,

avatars and identity, and the troublesome nature of online/offline distinctions. Yet even as we

have seen more nuanced and sophisticated theorization of those activities as new spaces have

emerged (and older ones have been shuttered), there has been a homogenization of

imagination among game studies theorists about how to treat such spaces and those who play

within them.Certainly this is a function of the overwhelming dominance in the current market of

fantasy-themed MMOGs, with World of Warcraft functioning as the central driver of relevant

research. But even (the little) research done on sci-fi- or alternative-themed worlds such as

EVE Online or Star Wars Galaxies perpetuates key assumptions concerning how to study and

understand MMOGs and their players that have gone largely unchallenged by researchers in

this area. Worse still, much of that work has codified “what we know” about online play into

oversimplified assumptions about player–avatar relations, how women (and men) “prefer” to

play, and how we should study player interests, styles, and actions. That thinking is so

entrenched that taxonomies for understanding player activities online include categorical

assumptions about what they do based on fictional premises that may or may not carry over

from one space to the next. For example, Yee’s famous motivation measures for online

gameplay rely on fiction-centric measures such as “How important is it to you that your

character’s armor / outfit matches in color and style?” or ask how important the following

activities are for the player in question: “being part of a serious, raid/loot-oriented guild” or

“trying out new roles and personalities with your characters.”8 These activities are simply not

possible in all MMOGs.In a similar vein, studies of social and casual games have stressed the

predominance of older women as active players but have mostly looked at the phenomenon of



gameplay in functional terms—how long individuals play such games, what kind of games they

prefer, and what led them to the activity.9 There has been little or no work that attempts to

explore a wider community of such players, or how the platforms themselves—such as

Facebook—work to strongly shape preferences for and patterns of play.But rather than

continue to rehearse findings about players of MMOGs or casual games in isolation, we prefer

to turn to Faunasphere itself, to give a better sense of how the game worked and what players

could do within the space and how those activities differed or were similar to more traditional

games and game studies findings. In doing so, we point to how the game resembled MMOGs

in particular ways—such as the inclusion of certain mechanics—as well as how it also drew

from casual game design in order to seem familiar to its original player base.All about

FaunasphereAlthough we offer more detailed information about Faunasphere in the Appendix,

we feel it’s necessary to offer at least a basic description of the game here in order for readers

to understand why the game felt so different from traditional MMOGs as well as single-player

casual games. Doing so also allows us to point to how the game’s design—in terms of both its

fiction and its game mechanics—created a very different sort of online game for those who

chose to play it.In the world of Faunasphere, players were caretakers, and their job was to

raise diverse types of fauna. Players began the game with one fauna, which the player used to

zap cube-like entities described as pollution, rather than kill monsters in the game. Each

zapped cube yielded money, experience points (XP), and items. Once a certain level of XP was

reached, the fauna would gain a level and lay an egg. Players could level a fauna to a

maximum of twenty through zapping pollution as well as completing various goals (“quests,” in

MMOG terms) in the game world. The eggs that players collected could be traded among

players, as well as purchased and sold. Eggs allowed players to breed new and different types

of fauna, and breeding was designed as a core activity in the game.Players could also engage

in many other activities in the game, such as decorating their personal faunasphere (which we

will refer to as a “sphere” in order to avoid confusion) and participating in raffles and other

community events. Each Faunasphere account included one “sphere,” which served as a

customizable home for all the account owner’s fauna. Players had a wide variety of choices

when building their sphere, and there were frequent contests for the best-designed spheres.

Players also created their own community events, including playing hide-and-seek in one

another’s spheres and having parades in public spaces to show off new or unusual

fauna.Faunasphere drew inspiration from MMOGs in several ways. The most obvious example

was the nature of the game world: Play took place in a persistent, online space to which all

players were connected simultaneously. Players would choose one of their fauna to use as an

“avatar,” roughly analogous to the “characters” used in more traditional MMOGs. However,

fauna were not meant to “represent” the player controlling it; there was no “role playing” in the

typical sense. Fauna and their caretakers were always presented as distinct entities. Part of

this was in the language: Players were always referred to as caretakers, both in the game and

on the official forums. While this will be fully discussed in chapter 5, the distinction was a

defining attribute of Faunasphere and had many ramifications.That the world was online meant

that a play session could potentially involve many other players, and it was possible to chat via

text and trade items. Players also had “friend lists” to which they could add other users, which

would show what friends were online and also allowed a player to instantly “jump” to a friend’s

current location. Even by the standards of the time, the social features of Faunasphere were

simplistic. There was no voice chat, no alerts when friends signed off or on, no chat channels,

and no party or grouping mechanics. Whether this was due to resource issues or the relative

lack of technical savvy among Faunasphere’s users (more on this later) is unknown.Another



convention adopted from MMOGs was that of “goals,” which were similar to the “quests” found

in countless other games. In each region of the world, there was a “goal station,” where the

player could go to be given tasks to complete. Goals, like inventories, were account-based, so

a player could switch fauna midgoal. Goals were typically of the “find a number of items and

bring them back here” variety, with a few notable exceptions. Perhaps the most (in)famous was

“Monty,” a pollution monster that players had to defeat and the closest thing to a boss battle

that Faunasphere had to offer. In typical MMOG fashion, completing goals gave rewards in

experience points, lux (money), and sometimes items. The Monty goal was a popular way to

earn XP and lux during the early stages of the game. While to the best of our knowledge the

players never used the phrase, they were clearly “grinding” the Monty quest for its

rewards.Despite the commonality between Faunasphere’s goals and most MMOG’s quests,

Faunasphere was designed to be playable largely in a solo manner; players did not need to

work together to advance, as is common in games such as Final Fantasy XI10 or

EverQuest.11 Some activities, such as zapping pollution, could be done cooperatively to make

them easier, and the patronage system did ask players to visit one another’s spheres in order

to buy various items. But there was no penalty or detriment for going about most activities on

one’s own, interacting as little as possible with other players. So even as one could play

alongside others, the game was different from most other MMOGs in that it omitted grouping

mechanics and did not formally support social structures such as guilds.Faunasphere also

borrowed from MMOG design conventions: a marketplace where players could buy and sell

items using in-game currency. Unlike most other MMOGs of the time, however, Faunasphere

was a “freemium” game in that it had a second currency that could only be acquired by

spending money. This meant there were two separate marketplaces, one for each currency.

This combination is emblematic of Faunasphere’s overall blending of design conventions.Yet in

addition to being an MMOG, and sharing some design mechanics from that genre,

Faunasphere was clearly designed as a product for Big Fish Games’s existing customer base

of casual game players. Annakaisa Kultima has identified four casual game design “values” that

characterize successful products in the casual market. She argues that casual games—in

contrast to “hardcore” (or more recently, just “core”) games associated with the young male

demographic—offer players more acceptable game content (less violence, fewer dark themes),

greater accessibility (easier gameplay), simplicity (relatively small number of rules or actions),

and flexibility (greater error forgiveness, ability for player to start and stop playing easily).12

Similarly, Jesper Juul found that casual games tend to have a positive fiction, presuppose little

or no prior knowledge of videogame conventions, allow the player to play in brief bursts, and

have lenient punishments and excessive positive reinforcement.13Faunasphere certainly

featured acceptable game content and a positive setting: As described before, players spent

most of their time caring for a group of small, cute animals. Violence was almost nonexistent in

the game: The closest thing to violence was zapping pollution and Monty, which was hardly

violent in the traditional sense. While pollution could fight back, it did not hurt fauna but rather

made them tired and sad. Defeating Monty was required to move further in the game, but

otherwise pollution could largely be ignored, as it was immobile and could not chase

players.Perhaps the least “casual” aspect of Faunasphere (in Kultima and Juul’s terms) was

accessibility. Soon after starting a new game, players would find themselves inundated with a

variety of items. While the game had many tutorials explaining the basic gameplay, little

information was provided as to the use and value of most items. To deal with this, the players

collaborated on a wiki and in the forums, making extensive lists of items and their properties.

There were many player-created tutorials on the official Faunasphere forums, and the regulars



seemed generally aware of how confusing the game could be at first, so helping newcomers

was considered part of regular gameplay, similar to what Paul found with respect to EVE

Online players’ creation of a space academy for instructing new players in the finer points of

gameplay.14Even this brief overview of the game shows how Faunasphere carefully combined

elements of both MMOG and casual game design, mixing and matching to try to appeal to a

new market. The game’s design suggests several things: First, it is possible to create an online

persistent world that moves beyond the fantasy/sci-fi tropes that currently dominate the market.

Likewise, there are ways to encourage players to interact with one another socially without

requiring them to do so. Further, game complexity can be integrated in a variety of ways. It also

points to how MMOGs and casual games are not necessarily distinct game design genres, nor

are their players. Given the right fiction and gameplay, individuals who have never tried an

MMOG may give one a chance and become persistent players, just as those who play casual

games may be quite dedicated—even hardcore—in their approach to play.Studying a World:

Our Project’s HistoryOur research project was initially conceptualized when Faunasphere was

still in closed beta in June 2009, becoming official and then continuing through the game’s

public launch in August of that year, followed by integration with Facebook in early 2010. Our

original intent was to understand how a player community for an online persistent game with a

very different fiction and a player base of largely “casual” players understood and played the

game. By late 2010, we were starting to wind down our official study of the world, but in early

2011, Big Fish announced Faunasphere’s impending closure. With that event in mind, we

redoubled our efforts to play and observe the game, documenting that event in March 2011

and subsequently following up with some of its players after the sunset.It would be easy to say

upon reflection that we entered Faunasphere hoping to witness the evolution of an online

game, but things were never that neat or systematic. As with most in-depth qualitative

research, we didn’t know what exactly we were looking for until we were part of it, exploring

how players understood the game at particular points in time as well as how they reacted to its

dynamic, in-flux nature. Certainly we never foresaw the closure of the game so soon after its

launch, nor did we expect the levels of discomfort and dislike that some early Faunasphere

players evinced toward Facebook and the players coming from that platform. But in response to

such dynamics, our research foci evolved to ask new, additional questions and to see how

such changes made gameplay even more dynamic than we originally imagined.As a

consequence, we were able to chart player engagement and reactions to the larger player

community in tandem with the game’s Facebook launch, which also helped us articulate the

role of beta players in the creation of the game’s community. The Facebook launch brought

with it not only an influx of new players but dissent within the original community about those

players and what “appropriate” play styles should be, in addition to fears and concerns about

Facebook itself. And finally, the study turned into an investigation of what happens when an

MMOG closes, including documentation of the final days, how players responded, and the

aftermath. Because of the brief life of Faunasphere, we had a unique opportunity to examine

the entire lifespan of an MMOG and see in a holistic way how multiple elements, such as a

game’s platform, where it exists in its lifespan, its fictional world, and the types of players that

are recruited, had (and continue to have) important implications for understanding play and

theorizing player activities, beliefs, and interests.
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